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•Adjustable jaw opening width.
•A large gripping range, making it suitable for a wide range
of applications.
•Lifting eye for attaching to a crane hook.
•Auto locks & unlocks the load.

Product Code

AHLC-RP

AHLC-BT

Product Description

AHLC Rotat ing pad

AHLC Body Stop

VERSA BLOCK CLAMPS

16 Park Dr Ste. 9
Franklin, NJ 07416

HORIZONTAL STONE LIFTING CLAMPS
For lifting and moving of concrete blocks and natural stone. 
Long-lasting, high friction replaceable Polyurethane gripping
pads protect load surfaces against damage. Suitable for use
on cranes or forklift booms. 

www.alpha-tools.com

Additional Rotation Feature Available
The rotation feature is available for most of the AHLC series, (with the 
exception of the AHLC-2010-4T). To achieve this feature the rotating pads and 
body stoppers may be purchased separately.

Grip Range Working Load Limit Net Weight

4" - 24"

6" - 43"

2646 lb

6614 lb

110 lb

355 lb

AVBC-600

AVBC-1100

Product Code

The Versa Block Clamp is a versatile lifting tool, expertly
designed to move various items, including concrete blocks,
rubber tires, drums, and more. It features adjustable sliding
pads, customizable to accommodate objects of different
widths. These pads are securely locked into place with a latch 
on each side, ensuring stability during lifting.

AHLC-2010-4T

AHLC-730

AHLC-1050

AHLC-1370

AHLC-2010

Product Code Grip Range Working Load Limit Net Weight
AHLC-730
AHLC-1050
AHLC-1370
AHLC-2010
AHLC-2010-4T

11" - 28"

11" - 41"

11" - 54"

11" - 79"

12" - 79"

3307 lb

3307 lb

3307 lb 

3307 lb

8818 lb

247 lb

267 lb

273 lb 

302 lb

503 lb

AVBC600

800-648-7229

•Adjustable jaw opening width.
•A large gripping range, making it suitable for a wide range
of applications.
•Lifting eye for attaching to a crane hook.
•Auto locks & unlocks the load.

Product Code

AHLC-RP

AHLC-BT

Product Description

AHLC Rotating pad

AHLC Body Stop

VERSA BLOCK CLAMPS

www.alpha-tools.com

Grip Range Working Load Limit Net Weight

4" - 24"

6" - 43"

2646 lb

6614 lb

110 lb

355 lb

AVBC-600

AVBC-1100

Product Code

AHLC-2010-4T

AHLC-730

AHLC-1050

AHLC-1370

AHLC-2010

Product Code Grip Range Working Load Limit Net Weight
AHLC-730

AHLC-1050

AHLC-1370

AHLC-2010

AHLC-2010-4T

11" - 28"

11" - 41"

11" - 54"

11" - 79"

12" - 79"

3307 lb

3307 lb

3307 lb 

3307 lb

8818 lb

247 lb

267 lb

273 lb 

302 lb

503 lb

AVBC600

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR

16 Park Dr Ste. 9
Franklin, NJ 07416
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Product Code

SCC04

Grip Range Working Load Limit Net Weight

4" - 20" 441 lb 37.3 lb

ASKC200 0 - 10" 441 lb 51 lb

STONE & CURB PLACEMENT CLAMPS

Product Code

ASG

Grip Range Working Load Limit

14" - 47" 4408 lbs

Product Code

ARL-800

ARL-1200

Grip Range Working Load Limit

14" - 31"

24" - 47"

1653 lbs

3307 lbs

ARL-800

Product Code

GPM1500A

Grip Range Working Load Limit Net Weight

1"-12" 3307 lb 115 lb

ROCK LIFTERS

This two-man block clamp is suitable for a large range of 
handling applications, such as lifting/handling concrete and 
granite kerb stone as used in road construction or for heavy 
building blocks. The center chain can be attached to 
machines for heavy lifting.

SCC04

ASKC200

ASG ARL-1200

ASG
The Aardwolf Stone Grapple requires no hydraulics to operate. 

The Stone Grapple lifting tongs are fully automatic and give the 

operator complete control to grip or release a load. The three 

serrated tines contacting the load allow for a very stable lift cycle 

every time. Once the operator lowers the stone grapple onto a 

bolder, the stone grapple’s internally-housed actuator allows the 

operator to begin lifting the bolder.

ARL
The Rock Lifter Grapple is a transformative solution for 
professionals handling large rocks and boulders in fields like 
landscaping and stonemasonry. It reduces physical strain and 
manual labor traditionally involved in moving heavy materials. 
Equipped with an actuator, the device is designed for 
automatically seizing and releasing materials throughout the 
operation cycle, significantly streamlining the task and boosting 

efficiency.

GPM1500A

MONUMENT CLAMP
The Aardwolf Monument Clamp/Lifter Automatic is ideal for 
lifting and setting concrete, stone, and marble building fascia. It 
is helpful for moving and positioning heavy or awkward 
retaining wall blocks and slabs. The clamping jaw and the 
center of gravity are easily and quickly adjustable using the 
locking pins. The jaws of the lifter are lined with vulcanized 
rubber to ensure a safe and non-marking grip.



HAND PUMP VACUUM LIFTERAVLHP480

VACUUM BLOCK LIFTER
A powerful battery-operated vacuum lifting device for laying 
marble, granite slabs, concrete, and other related materials. 
Robust and compact, this Vacuum Block Lifter can be 
suspended on all types of lifting equipment by means of load 
hooks, chains, cables, etc. 

The Hand Pump Vacuum Lifter is powered by a hand pump or 
venturi pump designed to be used in the factory or on the 
building site. It is especially suitable for the horizontal 
transportation of non-porous sheet materials such as steel 
plate, glass, aluminum plate, and polished marble or granite.

AVBL1000

AVLHP240

Pad Size Working Load Limit Net WeightProduct Code

20.5" x 12.6" 529 - 1058 lb 51 lb AVLHP480

AVLHP240 12" 265 - 529 lb  40 lb 

Additional Foam
Pad Available*

Pad SizeProduct Code

*Foam must be used with compressed air

20.5" x 12.6" AVLHP520

Pad Sizes Working Load Limit Net Weight
20.5" x 5"

20.5" x 6.3"

20.5" x 8.7"

20.5" x 12.6"

265 lb

397 lb

617 lb

1102 lb

46 lbAHVL500

Product Code

VACUUM LIFTER HANDY
The Vacuum Lifter Handy is powered by a venturi vacuum 
generator, which needs a source of compressed air in order 
to function but requires no electricity. The vacuum generator 
has no moving parts and therefore no lubrication is required. 
This lifter consists of four (4) pads which can be replaced with 
different pads so that it fits with the sizes of materials.

Pad Size Working Load Limit Net WeightProduct Code

19.6" x 11.8" 838 lb 110 lb AVBL380

AVBL1000 12" 265 - 529 lb  40 lb 

SCISSOR CLAMP LIFTERS

Pad Size Working Load Limit Net WeightProduct Code

2" - 8" 2204 lbs 104 lb ASL200

ASL300 6" - 12" 3307 lbs  106 lb 

The Aardwolf Scissor Clamp Lifters are equipped with a 
rubber contact pad for the safe handling of materials.
By means of a gravity controlled locking latch, the clamp 
automatically grips and releases the materials. suitable for 
lifting marble and granite slabs, tombstones, concrete 
barriers, curbs (kerbs), and median walls.

ASL200

AHVL500



Pad Sizes Working Load Limit

The Aardwolf Vacuum Paver Lifter uses a standard air
compressor (minimum 5.2 cfm @ 125 psi) to create a
vacuum in a line attached to a handle or grip. The user
sets the pad on the tiles or stone, creating a tight suction
seal, then lifts and sets the stone in place. A Venturi
trigger on the handle provides a quick release. The
Aardwolf Vacuum Paver Lifter reduces injuries and saves
your back, knees, and hands.

PAVING STONE LIFTER

VACUUM PAVER LIFTER

Pad Sizes* Working Load LimitProduct Code

4.7" x 8.7"

3.1" x 4.7"

6"

88 lb 

26 lb 

88 lb

AVPL40

*3.1" x 4.7" pad is included. 4.7" x 8.7" and 6" pad are special order

SMALL PNEUMATIC VACUUM LIFTER
The Small Pneumatic Vacuum Lifter has a small compact design
that allows operators to adapt to various applications. The low
weight and versatility make heavy loads easy to handle in vertical
and horizontal positions, so only one operator is required to handle
loads. The load is supported by the lifting device and not by the
operator,  this reduces the physical stress and strain on the
operator. 
The lifter is powered by a venturi vacuum generator, which needs
a compressed air source but requires no electricity. The vacuum
generator has no moving parts, so no lubrication is required.

VACUUM LIFTER WITH PETROL FUELED ENGINE
This vacuum lifter with a petrol-fuelled engine can handle 
heavy concrete elements of up to 1 tonne quickly and 
precisely. Providing for the easy and efficient handling and 
laying of natural stone, concrete and marble slabs, and steps, 
etc. Specifically this lifter is used in combination with a mobile 
crane for working convenience and flexibility on construction 
sites.

The Paving Stone Lifter saves time and reduces stress on the
back and knees when installing paving flags. It can also be
used with concrete, sandstone, slate, etc. Safe lifting height
recommends when using the Paving Stone Lifter is no more
than 75mm (3”) to 125mm (5”) above the work area.

Pad Sizes Working Load LimitProduct Code

8"  x  8"

10" x 10"

132 lbs

264 lbs
APSL

SPVL-100

Pad Sizes Working Load Limit Net Weight

15.7" - 9.4" 265 lb 26.4 lb

Product Code

SPVL-100

APVL-1000

Pad Sizes Working Load LimitProduct Code

AVPL-1000 31.5" x 19.7" 2204 lbs

Motor: 0.98 bar

AVPL40

APSL
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